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Abstract

A critical assessment of the U.S. Army’s corps of general officers attributes performance
in Iraq and Afghanistan to a failure to select, educate, and promote officers with the
requisite strategic leadership competencies to achieve victory. The Army also
recognizes that success in future conflicts will require strategic leaders with a depth of
knowledge and skill sets beyond those required for the tactical realm. Several former
general officers have proposed the introduction of professional development models to
address these strategic leadership shortfalls. Using one of these models, this strategy
research project examines the careers of four Army general officers that embody the
quality of military genius – Fox Connor, George Patton, William DePuy, and Colin
Powell. Each officer was examined within a framework that assesses the importance of
background, education, operational assignments, institutional assignments, to include
professional military education, self-development, and mentoring by senior officers. Selfdevelopment is assessed within the theory of autodidactism, or the ability of an
individual to be self-taught. The findings of this study illuminate which traits account for
the development of genius and provides the basis for recommendations for generating
future senior leaders.

Generating Strategic Leaders: Defining the Future by Analyzing the Past
Paul Yingling’s provocative article, A Failure in Generalship, ignited a debate
concerning how the U.S. Army selects its general officers. Yingling’s 2007 article
presented a scathing assessment of how America’s generals failed in Vietnam, and at
the time of publication, were failing in Iraq. His primary premise was that the Army’s
general officer corps failed to select officers with the requisite competencies to provide
the level of leadership required for strategic success. Instead, the general officer corps
selected officers into its ranks that were made from the same mold, shared the same
experiences and lacked strategic understanding and vision. The underlying accusation
was that the Army was myopically focused at the tactical level and lacked a requisite
strategic culture.1
A decade later the Army remains engaged in seemingly endless conflict in
Afghanistan, Iraq, and the broader Middle East. The situation is often criticized as the
result of a lack of strategic competence. Concurrently, the Army is evaluating past
performance, attempting to fix shortcomings, and determine how best to man, train and
equip the force to “win in a complex world.” The Army Operating Concept
acknowledges that the character of conflict is changing at an unprecedented pace and
demands the Army win not only at the tactical and operational levels, but especially in
the strategic realm.2 This conclusion is generating debate in and out of the Army
concerning many critical issues, one of which concerns how to best generate senior
leaders with the requisite competencies to operate and win at the strategic level.
The establishment of a development framework is key to increasing the strategic
competence of the Army’s leaders. The first step in crafting such a framework is to
examine examples of strategic excellence, particularly that which can be considered

genius. The purpose of this strategy research project is to explore genius, or what
Clausewitz termed the “appropriate gifts of intellect and temperament,” to isolate the
decisive traits of highly effective generals.3 In The Savior Generals, historian Victor
Davis Hanson explored how five great commanders salvaged wars that appeared to be
lost. Hanson’s analysis focused on discerning common traits among commanders from
Themistocles to General David Petraeus.4
The savior generals display commonalities of character and disposition
that encouraged contrarianism of all sorts – professional, political, and
social…this natural independence of mind and need to reject past
conventional thinking were critical, and were probably innate rather than
merely acquired characteristics.5
This conclusion is at odds with the Army’s institutional belief that leadership
competence is generated through a program of professional development emphasizing
the acquisition of competencies and attributes through experience, education, and
training in various domains.6
Exploring the intersection between the U.S. Army’s leader development model
and Hanson’s conclusion reveals that a high level of self-development, enhanced by
mentorship, generates genius.7 This paper examines the careers of four general
officers, each identified as having a particular type of genius. The starting point for this
examination is to define the qualities of generalship, or strategic leadership, as it is
known in Army doctrine. This is followed by a discussion of the Army’s professional
development framework and an introduction to two proposed models for generating
strategic leaders. An explanation of autodidactism, or the theory of being self-taught, will
illustrate the importance of self-development, especially when supported by mentorship.
This study will conclude with a series of findings that identify the decisive elements for
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the development of genius. Finally, recommendations are provided that help inform the
selection of future strategic leader generation models.
Strategic Leadership
Before examining how best to develop strategic leaders it is imperative to first
define what a strategic leader is, and what competencies he or she must possess. For
the purpose of this discussion the term strategic leader is defined as an Army general
officer, who exercises strategic leadership.8 Army Doctrine Reference Publication
(ADRP) 6-22 Army Leadership, defines strategic leadership in the following manner.
Strategic leaders represent a finely balanced combination of high-level
thinkers, accomplished warfighters, and geopolitical military
experts...America’s complex national security environment requires an indepth knowledge of the diplomatic, informational, military, and economic
instruments of national power. Strategic leaders understand the
interrelationships among these instruments and use them to achieve
strategic ends.9
According to the U.S. Army War College's Strategic Leadership Primer, strategic
leadership is defined as
The process used by a leader to affect the achievement of a desirable and
clearly understood vision by influencing the organizational culture,
allocating resources, directing through policy and directive, and building
consensus within a volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous global
environment which is marked by opportunities and threats.10
The definitions by themselves may not seem well connected, but taken together they
create a framework to explain what a senior leader should be, know and do.11
The Primer fills in the void of what the strategic leader should know, or rather
what competencies the leader should possess. Defined, "Competencies are the
knowledge, skills, attributes, and capacities that enable a leader to perform his required
tasks."12 The Primer categorizes these competencies in the following way:
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(1) Conceptual: Frame of Reference Development; Problem Management;
Envisioning the Future.
(2) Technical: Systems Understanding; Joint, Interagency, Intergovernmental,
Multi-national (JIIM) Relationships; Political and Social Competence.
(3) Interpersonal: Consensus Building; Negotiation; Communication.13
The intent of the Army’s professional military education system is to serve as the
foundation for building these competencies. The experience gained through operational
and institutional assignments further develops the officer and enables greater capability
throughout his career.
These competencies are supported by a broad and rich frame of reference
developed throughout the leader's life that enables the leader to deal with
tremendously complex issues and events. Although theoretical and
historical readings can make salient the knowledge, skills, and abilities
related to any strategic leader competency, most often these
competencies will be developed through hands-on experiences, especially
if linked to some sort of candid feedback mechanism. Future strategic
leaders should balance identified weaknesses with challenging jobs and
opportunities in order to stretch and develop current skills.14
According to the Primer, "competencies can be developed through education, but are
often developed by reflective experience."15 This is further enhanced by crucial
feedback provided by mentorship. This approach clearly subordinates the role of
education to experience, and fails to address self-development as a contributing factor
to the development of a broad strategic frame of reference. The fact that most Army
officers do not receive their first formal strategic leadership education until attendance at
a senior service college, twenty years into their careers, can be considered a
contributing factor to the service’s adherence to a culture that is tactically-focused.
Proposed Strategic Leader Development Models
Two recent works seek to address how to improve the quality of strategic
leadership through adoption of models aimed at ensuring that future strategic leaders
4

receive education and broadening experience earlier in their careers. Written by retired
Army general officers, these works examine problems and propose various solutions. In
the Atlantic Council’s The Future of the Army: Today, Tomorrow, and the Day After
Tomorrow, Lieutenant-General (Retired) David Barno and Nora Benshael, examine the
strategic problems facing the Army and recommend a broad range of solutions. Barno
and Benshael believe that “Making the Army more adaptable will require leaders who
are well-educated at both civilian and military schools, and who spend time reading and
thinking deeply about war.”16
According to Barno the organizational solution to the problem is a return to the
“dual track” system, whereby officers are required to serve in both their branch
specialty, as well as in a functional area throughout their careers.17 For example, an
infantry officer will serve in branch specific tactical assignments such as company
commander and battalion operations officer. Each of these jobs will be followed by
assignment in the officer’s designated functional area. Hence, the infantry officer who is
designated as a foreign area officer, will potentially serve a tour as a defense attaché or
work at a combatant command. Such experience will build regional expertise and
language skills, enhance strategic leadership competencies, and enable a broad
strategic frame of reference. Barno and Benshael argue that eliminating the dual track
system in the 1990s left a significant capability gap.
Fewer and fewer Army senior leaders – and especially its generals – have
neither the top tier academic credentials or the diversity of assignments
that would help them think creatively about the wide range of challenges
facing the Army and contribute effectively at the strategic level within DoD
[Department of Defense] or the wider interagency arena.18
Barno also notes that “Army senior leaders need to mentor the service’s rising stars to
invest in and value educational and broadening pursuits – and, command boards
5

recognize, incentivize, and reward these choices as vital contributions to the future of
the service.”19 Overall, Barno and Benshael advocate an organizational personnel
management solution and a loose system of mentorship. Unfortunately, this proposal
lacks the ability to establish a competing model that values the development of strategic
leadership competencies along with tactical competence.
Retired Major-General, and former Army War College Commandant, Robert
Scales, goes much further in proposing change. In a 2016 Army magazine article
entitled “Are You a Strategic Genius?” Scales explored the basic problem of how to
build better strategic leaders for the Army. Scales’ approach is a sweeping
organizational and cultural change that addresses the criticism that general officer
selection boards choose officers from the same tactical mold.20 In effect, the Scales
proposal appears similar to previous proposals to establish an American general staff
system.21 In Scales’ assessment, the solution is selection of the Army’s best junior and
mid-level leaders to become “Strategic Jedis.”22 For Scales, military education is the key
to success. Scales proposes adaptation of the Army’s School of Advanced Military
Studies (SAMS) to select, train and promote a portion of the Army’s future strategic
leadership. In this model, one-third of all general officers will be selected from this
group, serving in the Army’s most strategically sensitive positions. In Scales’ appraisal,
the Army can effectively address the current tactical – strategic divide, and be able to
select strategic leaders that excel in this realm, without necessarily needing to excel in
the tactical realm.23
Scales’ solution penetrates the problem from an organizational perspective and
generates an alternate development path that can compete with the current system.
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This model has the potential to establish a culture that values strategic competence, but
also creates an issue that has traditionally been anathema to the Army and the
American public – military elitism.24 Scales counters potential criticism with the argument
that large organizations, especially businesses, select and groom their future strategic
leaders through such a process. The negative effect of such a system may produce an
elitist culture that stifles initiative, creativity, and innovation and develops a body of
leaders that are susceptible to group-think.
While most readers of Scales’ article will focus on his proposed system, it is his
discussion of genius that is the most intriguing part of his analysis. Examination of this
aspect of strategic leadership excellence is highly relevant, as both those inside and
outside the Army institution often look to the great captains of the past to define what
constitutes strategic excellence.25 Critics such as Yingling, who deride the Army for a
preference of tactical excellence over strategic ability, often point to General Dwight D.
Eisenhower as the shining example of an officer with no combat experience and limited
tactical command experience, but who excelled as a strategic leader. This example
lends credence to the idea that strategic competence is mutually exclusive of tactical
and operational level proficiency. Scales seems to think so as well. To make the point
he categorizes strategic leadership into four distinct categories required by the Army to
fulfill its institutional and warfighting requirements.
(1) Combat Genius: Generals George S. Patton and Stanley McChrytstal are
representative of those “who fight beyond the plan and innovate as they
fight…their demonstrated genius affects the future course of warfare…”26
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(2) Political Genius: Generals Colin Powell and David Petraeus. “They possess
the skills to influence wartime policy while remaining subservient to their
civilian masters.”27
(3) Institutional Genius: Generals Peter Chiarelli, Creighton Abrams, and William
Depuy are on this list due to their “ability to manage a very large institution
and represent its equities in tune with the needs of the nation.”28
(4) Anticipatory Genius: Scales does not provide any examples, but defines this
genius as “the unique ability to think in time and imagine conceptually where
the nature and character of war is headed.”29 Lieutenant-General H.R.
McMaster and Major-General Fox Connor are representative of this category.
What is most intriguing about the use of these examples is that none of the personalities
mentioned were the product of the kind of professional development system espoused
by Scales. Yet, they still developed a level of genius worthy of emulation today. So, this
presents the following question: from where is genius derived?
Exemplars of the Profession: Marshall and Eisenhower
In the modern era, Generals of the Army George C. Marshall and Dwight D.
Eisenhower are the exemplars of the military profession, and especially strategic
leadership excellence. In an era when the Army had not yet fully transitioned from a
frontier constabulary to a modern force with a truly strategic outlook, it is truly amazing
that Marshall and Eisenhower developed the competencies required to organize, train,
and equip the Army for a global conflict. What is even more remarkable is that both
officers performed in the highest of civilian political positions, Eisenhower as President
of the United States, and Marshall as both Secretary of State and Defense. Both
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performed exceptionally well, as evidenced by their abilities to navigate the political,
diplomatic and military challenges posed by the first years of the Cold War. Therefore, it
is reasonable to assume that both officers were the product of a professional
development model that forged strategic leadership competencies.
Challenging this assumption is General Marshall’s alleged admission that he was
unprepared to be the Army’s Chief of Staff.
It became clear to me that at the age of 58 I would have to learn new
tricks that were not taught in the military manuals or on the battlefield. In
this position I am a political soldier and will have to put my training in
rapping out orders and making snap decisions on the back burner, and
have to learn the arts of persuasion and guile. I must become expert in a
whole new set of skills.30
Review of both officer’s careers provides evidence that the development of their genius
was not the result of the components espoused by Barno and Scales. Neither
Eisenhower nor Marshall possessed an advanced degree from a civilian university.
While both officers served in some unique broadening assignments, neither had the
benefit of working in a functional area. Both Marshall and Eisenhower attended the U.S.
Army Command and General Staff College and the Army War College. Nonetheless,
they did so in an era when both institutions were maturing under the mandate of the
Root Reforms.31
The one experience that points to their enhanced development is their interaction
with Major-General Fox Connor. As a mentor, Connor encouraged Eisenhower and
Marshall to read and think about problems of strategic significance.32 This resonated
with both officers, primarily because they possessed a significant capacity for selfdevelopment. Biographies of both officers illustrate their voracious appetites to read and
learn well outside of the educational and experiential boundaries of the Army
9

development model. Mixed with Connor’s mentorship, this generated a high level of
strategic leadership excellence most consider to be genius.
Autodidactism
According to Army Field Manual 6-22, Leader Development, “self-development
bridges the gap between the operational and institutional domains, and sets the
conditions for continuous learning and growth.”33 Doctrinally, self-development is divided
into structured, guided, and personal components.34 Most appropriate to the
assessment of the case studies below are guided self-development, which is
“recommended, optional learning intended to enhance professional competence” and
personal self-development, which is focused on objectives that enhance professional
development.”35 While included in Army doctrine as a pillar of leader development, in
practice self-development is informal and random.
In order to understand genius, an examination of autodidactism, as a form of selfdevelopment is essential. The word autodidactic stems from the Greek. Simply
translated it means self-taught.36 While the term itself is not in general use, most people
are aware of historical figures that are widely known to have taught themselves a
certain subject without the benefit of formal education or training. Wikipedia lists several
of the most famous - da Vinci, Goethe, Darwin, Edison, Einstein, Jimmi Hendrix, Steven
Spielberg, and Benjamin Franklin.37 While this encompasses a wide sphere of artists,
scientists, and inventors, autodidactic is not a term commonly applied to military
leaders, although figures such as Alexander, Caesar, and Napoleon potentially qualify.
In The Passion to Learn: An Inquiry into Autodidactism, Joan Solomon and
several other scholars provide "first-hand stories about children and adults in different,
but autonomous learning circumstances."38 This work does not provide a general theory
10

of autodidactism, but attempts to provide observations and draw conclusions about
those who can be considered self-taught.39 In one of her own chapters, Solomon
explains that "We need a word [self-taught] to describe a range of people who prefer to
teach themselves or to pick up knowledge from non-teaching situations, in one way or
another."40 This definition sets the stage for consideration of the two general
explanations for autodidactism: (1) Intellectual Curiosity; and (2) rebellion against
formal, socially sanctioned learning (i.e. formal education).41
Autodidacts included in the category of intellectual curiosity can learn within the
formal, socially sanctioned education system. Nonetheless, their intellectual curiosity
provides greater impetus for learning, especially in subjects outside of the formal
education process. Albert Einstein is an excellent example of this, as he was highly
educated, but the work for which he is best known was learned outside of his formal
education.42 In the second branch of autodidactism, rebellion, individuals rebel against
the formal structure. This includes not only how the material is presented, the teaching
method employed, such as the Socratic Method, but also the very environment
provided. The Passion to Learn is primarily focused on identification and categorization
of those who do not learn in the modern education system, as well as the identification
of how people teach themselves. As seen in the Eisenhower and Marshall examples,
self-development requires the qualification of theory to clearly identify the unique
component that proves decisive to the development of genius. Autodidactism serves as
that qualifier.
The below case studies will examine each of Scale’s four types of genius. A
common framework for evaluation is used to assess each senior leader. The framework
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examines the background (i.e. upbringing), and early education of each officer. This is
followed by reviewing the career path of each officer through the lens of the Army leader
development framework, which focuses on training, education, and experience within
three distinct domains: (1) Operational, (2) Institutional, and (3) Self-development.
Hence, each officer’s operational and institutional assignments, to include professional
military education and advanced civil schooling, are reviewed. The role of selfdevelopment, within the construct of autodidactism, is also examined. Evaluation of
mentorship, as an enabler of self-development concludes each case study. Based on
the case studies, findings and recommendations are provided for consideration.
Major-General Fox Connor
Major-General Fox Connor is little known outside of Army circles, and usually
only to those with knowledge of the careers of Marshall, Eisenhower, and Patton. His
personal and professional interaction with these leaders is generally acknowledged as
the premier example of mentorship.43 Fox Connor is also an example of Scales’
anticipatory genius. Connor’s power of foresight is evident by his ability to discern the
changing character of warfare through his experience as an exchange officer with the
French Army prior to World War I.44 Following World War I General Connor’s
assessment of the Versailles Treaty correctly predicted another world war.45 Through his
anticipatory genius Connor envisioned that a new type of leader was required to meet
the challenges of the future strategic environment. Connor’s mentorship of Eisenhower,
Marshall, and Patton ensured that the U.S. Army possessed the adaptive leadership
required to expand the Army, build effective coalitions, execute successful joint and
combined operations, and nurture the development of new technology to develop
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maneuver warfare capability. All of this significantly contributed to America’s victory over
Germany and Japan.
Very little documentation of General Connor’s Army career exists, other than
what Edward Cox, his primary biographer, was able to piece together and publish in his
biography entitled Grey Eminence: Fox Connor and the Art of Mentorship.46
Nonetheless, this work provides sufficient evidence for examination of Connor’s career
and professional development. Connor was born in Mississippi in 1874, and raised in a
small, rural town. His family had a tradition of military service in the Revolutionary War
and the Civil War, which motivated Connor to aspire to be a career soldier.47 Connor
did well enough in his studies to secure a nomination to the United States Military
Academy at West Point. As a cadet, Connor did not exhibit above average ability in his
pre-commissioning studies or training, but managed to graduate seventeenth out of fiftynine in the West Point Class of 1898. He was well known for accumulating demerits and
walking tours due to infractions of discipline.48 Commissioned an officer in the field
artillery, Connor did not see active combat service during the Spanish-American War,
although he did serve in the post-war occupation in Cuba.
General Connor’s operational assignments were random by today’s standards.
Like most officers, Connor led platoons and commanded batteries, building his overall
tactical proficiency. Yet, he did not command at the battalion level. During the early
years of his career Connor developed and honed his skills as an artilleryman, becoming
the Army’s foremost expert on artillery.49 This led to an exchange assignment with a
French artillery regiment just before World War I. This experience informed Connor’s
understanding of both the design and acquisition of artillery, as well as new innovation
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in tactics.50 During the war, Connor served as the operations officer of the American
Expeditionary Force under General John J. Pershing.51
General Connor also served in a variety of institutional assignments during his
career. Throughout his early career he served as an instructor, teaching gunnery and
artillery doctrine. As one of the first field artillery officers allowed to attend the
prestigious U.S. Army Command and General Staff College (CGSC), Connor came to
the notice of the school’s commandant, Brigadier-General Franklin Bell.52 Subsequently,
Bell served “as a role model for Connor as a self-taught professional officer who read
French, Spanish, and German.”53 This relationship led to Connor’s selection for
attendance at the U.S. Army War College, and upon graduation was selected to be an
instructor at the college, often teaching higher ranking and more experienced officers.54
Prior to World War I, Connor served as an inspector general for field artillery.
While Connor excelled in both his operational and institutional assignments, it
was within the self-development domain that he truly excelled. Connor’s daily routine
was to study long into the night, reading various books on tactics and strategy. Many of
these books he read in French, as they were not available in English at the time.55 As
Edward Cox points out “Connor had started studying French and Spanish as a cadet,
but taught himself German as a captain in order to read about strategies being created
in the Prussian Kriegsakadamie.”56 Eisenhower’s personal account, from the time he
served as Connor’s executive officer in Panama, notes that that Connor required
Eisenhower to not only write a daily operations order, but to read numerous volumes
from the general’s personal library, including works by Shakespeare, Nietzsche, and
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most importantly Clausewitz.57 At the time Clausewitz was not very well known to the
American Army, let alone as venerated as he is today.58
As previously mentioned with the discussion of General Bell, mentorship was a
significant factor in the development of Fox Connor’s anticipatory genius. As an
autodidact, Connor was largely self-taught. However, his exposure to mentors like his
very first battery commander, who was an avid reader and writer of military history,
helped unlock his genius for further development.59 Mentors such as Bell and Pershing
ensured that Connor was provided with key developmental assignments that broadened
his frame of reference.60 While Connor was extremely well read, he was able to transfer
that knowledge into a greater understanding of World War I, which he passed on to his
protégés. In this regard he ensured that both Eisenhower and Marshall understood the
importance of fighting with allies and “arranging allied commands,” which of course
were a cornerstone of U.S. victory in World War II.61
General George S. Patton, Jr.
Carlo D’Este, one of General Patton’s numerous biographers, entitled his work
Patton: A Genius for War. In the Scales framework, Patton is as an example of combat
genius. Patton is also a member of Fox Connor’s triumvirate of mentees.62 Patton was,
and remains to this day, both a controversial and revered figure. His operations in North
Africa and Sicily, and especially his lightening advance across Europe following D-Day,
are recognized as great studies in combat leadership and genius worthy of emulation.
Conversely, General Patton’s genius included neither political decorum nor
understanding of his strategic environment, and this ultimately led to his relief as
commander of the Third Army.
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In order to understand General Patton as great combat commander, it is
necessary to understand George Patton. Patton was a member of a wealthy Virginia
family that migrated to California following the Civil War. Unlike Marshall and
Eisenhower, Patton grew up in a wealthy and influential family that valued its martial
tradition. Patton’s grandfather, and namesake, served in the Confederate Army and was
killed during the war. Patton was the third generation of his family to attend the Virginia
Military Institute, although he subsequently graduated from West Point. Patton was
raised on stories of great historic battles, and this was reinforced by interaction with the
legendary Confederate raider, John Mosby.63 Like Fox Connor, Patton knew from the
earliest age that he wanted to be a soldier.64
In his psychological profile of Patton, D’Este assesses the basis of Patton’s
controversial behavior as dyslexia. This not uncommon learning disability, meant that
Patton struggled to learn how to read, not attending formal schooling until the age of
eleven.65 Patton wrestled with this disability throughout his life, as can be seen in his
writing, which was plagued by grammar and spelling errors.66 Subsequently, he had to
work extremely hard to pass the academic entrance exam required to attend West
Point. Although he did so, it took him an extra year to graduate due to academic
deficiencies. While it cannot be assessed that Patton taught himself to overcome his
disability and academic problems, he had much help in doing so, it was his disability
that drove his desire to teach himself many skills and absorb vast amounts of
knowledge.67
Patton’s operational assignment history was nothing out of the ordinary for the
early Twentieth Century Army. Commissioned a cavalry officer upon graduation from
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West Point in 1909, Patton served in cavalry leadership positions during the early years
of his career. He gained his first combat experience while serving as an aide-de-camp
to General John J. Pershing during the Punitive Expedition in Mexico in 1916. As a
member of the American Expeditionary Force during World War I, Patton served as the
company commander for Pershing’s headquarters. Subsequently, he moved to a
position in the newly formed tank corps and participated in several actions, earning
awards for valor and combat leadership. It was during this time that Patton gained a
reputation as an excellent combat commander and an adherent of the tank. Following
the war he commanded a tank brigade. With de-mobilization of the Army, Patton
continued to serve in cavalry units, commanding at the squadron and regimental levels.
During the 1930s Patton was assigned to the Hawaii Department, serving as both the
command’s operations and intelligence officer. With the spectacular success of the
German Army in Poland and France, the Army re-formed armored units. Patton was
promoted to general officer and commanded at the brigade and division level prior to
America’s entry into the war.
General Patton’s institutional Army experience was rather limited. Patton was a
graduate of the Cavalry Service School, CGSC, as well as the Army War College. As a
young lieutenant stationed at Fort Meyer, Virginia he served as a social aide for both the
Chief of Staff and the Secretary of the Army.68 Notably, Patton served as an instructor at
the Cavalry School from 1913 to 1915, and also served as a member of the Army
General Staff during early 1920s.
As is well known, Patton was a self-taught military historian, displaying an
enormous depth and breadth of knowledge concerning great battles from antiquity to
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World War I. One of his close acquaintances perfectly captured the effect of Patton’s
autodidactism.
Houdeman [a French Colleague] found Patton a keen student of war, and
for the brief period that they were together they were inseparable, their
riding, shooting, and fencing augmented by a study of battles and wars,
particularly those of Napoleon. Houdeman would later write that Patton’s
historic campaigns of the Third Army in 1944-45 reminded him of
Napoleon at his best “from [the] overall strategy right to the psychological
approach of the commander himself.”69
Patton spent a great deal of time reading and thinking about war, certainly more than
was provided in the Army’s formal education system. Additionally, Patton expended
considerable effort writing articles for professional journals covering diverse subjects
from cavalry, to how tanks should be employed in war, as well as the basic principles of
warfare.70
There are other aspects to Patton that illustrate his self-taught abilities. As a
young officer Patton requested and was allowed to attend the French Cavalry School in
Saumur, in order to study fencing under the world’s foremost expert.71 Patton took this
knowledge to the Mounted Service School where he became the U.S. Army’s Master of
the Sword, a position he recommended for creation.72 He subsequently designed the
U.S. Army new Cavalry saber, dubbed the “Patton Sword,” and re-wrote the associated
doctrine.73 Patton also participated in the 1912 Olympics in the Modern Pentathlon,
where he placed fifth. In preparing for the event, he had no coach or formal training. 74
From his origins as a cadet, Patton was well known among his peers as a
shameless self-promoter.75 Nonetheless, his competence and deep study of war
attracted the attention of numerous mentors, such as Fox Connor and General
Pershing. But for his mentors, the challenge was keeping Patton out of trouble and
motivated to stay in the peacetime Army.76 On several occasions mentors intervened on
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Patton’s behalf, one such case being General Connor’s positive evaluation of Patton
after Patton’s removal from the Hawaii Department operations officer post.77
General William E. Depuy
General William E. DePuy is considered by many to be the father of the modern
U.S. Army, and as such is an exemplar of Institutional Genius. As the Vietnam War
drew to an end, the U.S. Army’s senior leadership re-focused its efforts on preparing to
fight the Soviets on the plains of Europe, reinvigorate a demoralized force, and
transition to the All-Volunteer Army. As the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff of the Army (AVICE), and subsequently the founder and first commander of the U.S. Army Training
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), DePuy was the architect of that transformation. His
ultimate achievement was to “make TRADOC the key institution in fact for rationalizing
training, force structure, weapons and equipment requirements, and doctrine.”78
Unlike Patton, DePuy possessed the ability to maneuver through institutional
culture and bureaucracy to effect change in the Army. While serving as the A-VICE,
DePuy convinced the Secretary of the Army, the Chief of Staff of the Army, and
numerous senior Army commanders of the need to break the Continental Army
Command into two commands. One of the commands, TRADOC, was to focus on
establishing training standards and the development of doctrine.79 The other major
command, U.S. Army Forces Command, was charged with training and deploying
operational units. In his role as TRADOC commander, General DePuy oversaw the
reorganization of the Army’s various branch schools and the establishment of specific
standards for how soldiers and leaders were to be trained. Following the 1973 ArabIsraeli War, DePuy was instrumental in capturing the lessons of that war and articulating
the implications to American tactics and weapons systems. Ultimately, DePuy’s lasting
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legacy was the revitalization of U.S. Army doctrine and the publication of Field Manual
100-5, Operations. The expression of DePuy’s efforts was the U.S. Army’s one-hundred
hour ground war that drove the Iraqi Army out of Kuwait.
William DePuy grew up in the open spaces of North Dakota in a middle class
family. An average student, he attended South Dakota State University, where he joined
the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC). He graduated in 1938, earning a regular
Army commission. DePuy’s first combat experience was in World War II, where he
served with the 90th Infantry Division. Following D-Day the division earned a reputation
as a unit marred with incompetent leaders and high casualty levels. DePuy concluded
the war as a battalion commander with three silver stars for valor in combat. His
experience in the 90th Division greatly shaped his thinking and ignited a passion to
change the Army for the better.80
DePuy’s post-war operational assignments consisted of command of an infantry
battalion and infantry regiment, both in Germany. As a Colonel, DePuy served as the G2 counterintelligence officer for United States Army Europe. In Vietnam, DePuy served
as the Operations Officer for Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, followed by
command of the 1st Infantry Division. In all of his command assignments he continually
developed new tactics in order to adjust to the battlefield environment. Like Patton,
DePuy was a prolific writer. In order to promulgate the tactical changes that he desired,
DePuy wrote such articles as “Platoon Battle Drill” and “Eleven Men, One Mind,” all with
the aim of improving the Army’s tactical competence.81
General DePuy’s institutional assignments provide greater fidelity concerning the
development of his genius. In the 1950s DePuy attended the Defense Language
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Institute, learned Russian and subsequently served as a military attaché in Budapest.
He also served a tour with the Central Intelligence Agency, where he focused on China.
DePuy was a graduate of CGSC, the Armed Forces Staff College, and the British
Imperial Defence College. Overall, he saw little value in the professional military
education that he attended. In fact, he compared his experience at CGSC to that of the
now defunct Combined Arms and Services Staff School, which taught captains to be
staff officers.82 However, General DePuy noted his time with the British as a positive
experience that helped to broaden his horizons for strategic leadership. 83
DePuy had a wide-ranging series of institutional assignments, primarily on the
Army staff, which helped to shape his mastery of maneuvering the institutional Army
and the Pentagon bureaucracy. Following CGSC DePuy served in the Army G-1,
working enlisted personnel policy as the Army transitioned back to a volunteer force.
According to General DePuy he found his time in Washington D.C. professionally
rewarding, and subsequently did not maintain a myopic focus on serving in operational
assignments.84 Following battalion command DePuy worked for the Chief of Staff of the
Army’s Initiatives Group. In this assignment, he contributed one of the chapters to
General Maxwell Taylor’s book The Uncertain Trumpet.85 As DePuy articulated, his job
working in a small group of talented young colonels was to influence members of
Congress and the press with regard to the Army and its conventional capability.86 During
the early 1960s General DePuy served as the Director of Special Warfare in the office
of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations. Subsequently, he served as the Director of
Plans and Programs in the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development.
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As General DePuy notes, it was a very important job in his development, and one that
prepared him to serve as the A-VICE.87
DePuy’s self-development was informed by his assignments working on the
Army Staff. In numerous jobs General DePuy used his experience and autodidactism to
build his genius. DePuy possessed a formidable analytical mind and penchant for
management that was respected and valued in the McNamara Defense Department.
Some civilian leaders in the McNamara era regarded Army management
as primitive and were unimpressed by generals (and admirals) as
managers. But, DePuy stood out as a general who “got it.” His
appreciation of the facts and analytical intelligence, and his crisp
presentation in speech and writing had won him the respect of both the
civilian and uniformed sides of Pentagon leadership.88
This was additionally enhanced by DePuy’s “innate sense of timing.”89 DePuy was a
master at shaping his environment to enable change. He did much of this through using
small teams of the Army’s best mid-grade officers to identify problems and build
creative, workable solutions that could quickly navigate the Army bureaucracy.90 DePuy
was also a master at identifying the key players that were required to ensure the
success of the decisions that his changes required.91 While DePuy’s career was
supported by numerous senior officers, such as Generals Maxwell Taylor, William
Westmoreland, and Creighton Abrams, he did not appear to have any one significant
mentor to help shape his genius. In a comprehensive oral interview of his Army
experience, DePuy mentioned numerous key figures, and it appears that he absorbed
knowledge from all of them.92
General Colin L. Powell
The final case study examines General Colin Powell, the first African-American
Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff, President George W. Bush’s first Secretary of
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State, and a one-time public hopeful for president. A 1994 Newsweek cover story called
him “the most respected figure in American public life. He is an African-American who
transcends race; a public man who transcends politics.”93 Scales labels Powell an
officer with political genius. As the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Powell
deftly managed the military’s transition following the end of the Cold War, full
implementation of the Goldwater-Nichols Act, the U.S. invasion of Panama, and the first
Gulf War to expel Saddam Hussein from Kuwait. Later in his chairmanship, Powell
expertly navigated the new political landscape associated with the Clinton
Administration. In effect, Powell challenged President Clinton’s initiative to end the ban
on homosexuals openly serving in the military, as well as commitment of American
forces to the civil war in Bosnia. His promulgation of the Powell Doctrine had an
immense impact on best military advice and served as a direct challenge to the
unbounded use of American military force.94 Any other general officer would have faced
dismissal, in what today would be considered a challenge to civilian control of the
military.
Colin Powell was born and raised in New York City, the son of Jamaican
immigrants. Although an average student, Powell gained admittance to New York City
College, where he continued to struggle academically.95 It was not until he joined Army
ROTC that, by his own admission, he began to take an interest in academics. He found
that he liked the Army and decided to pursue it as a career, commissioning into the
infantry in 1958.96 As a junior officer Powell served as a platoon leader and company
commander. From 1962 to 1963 he served as a combat advisor to the Vietnamese
Army. Several years later, as a major, Powell returned to Vietnam and served as a
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battalion executive officer for a short time until he was pulled to AMERICAL Division
headquarters to serve as the deputy operations officer and operations officer. 97 In the
early 1970s General Powell served as a battalion commander in Korea and as a
brigade commander in the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault). While Powell never
served as a division commander, a critical gateway to multi-star assignments, he was
selected to serve as a corps commander and finally as the commander of U.S. Army
Forces Command. Both of these assignments were cut short by his selection as
National Security Advisor to the President and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
General Powell’s institutional Army assignments were somewhat limited. Powell
attended CGSC, graduating number two in his class, and also attended the National
War College. Following battalion command he attended George Washington University,
earning a master’s degree in business administration. Subsequently, he served on the
Army Staff, working for then-Lieutenant General Depuy. As part of DePuy’s small group
of insiders Powell learned how to effectively operate within the Army bureaucracy, an
important part of his development.
Powell’s outstanding performance led to a series of assignments on the civilian
side of government. During his time working for DePuy, Powell was selected for a
coveted White House Fellowship. Although a reluctant participant in the program,
Powell later stated that the fellowship was a key assignment that taught him the
essence of political effectiveness.98 As a White House Fellow, he served in the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), where he came to the attention of Caspar Weinberger
and Frank Carlucci, both of whom played prominent roles in the Reagan Administration
and shaped Powell’s later career. Caspar Weinberger’s assessment of Powell bears
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citing: “He clearly knew more about the subject matter of almost any meeting than did
any of the other participants. He also knew exactly what had to be accomplished at
each meeting, and as a result he was able to participate in the most effective way
possible.”99 The job at OMB gave Powell a clear understanding of how money drives
budgets and politics, a critical skill for strategic leadership.100 Following brigade
command Powell served in the office of the Special Assistant to the Secretary and
Deputy Secretary of Defense, where he worked for John Kester. Subsequently, Kester
took Powell with him to the Department of Energy. Powell later served as the Senior
Military Assistant to the Deputy Secretary of Defense, and during the early years of the
Reagan Administration was the Senior Military Advisor to Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger. The 1987 Iran-Contra Affair produced a wide shake-up of the National
Security Council, and Powell was asked by Carlucci to serve as the deputy National
Security Advisor. When Carlucci became the Secretary of Defense, he recommended
Powell assume his job as the National Security Advisor to President Reagan.
General Powell exhibited many of the competencies critical to strategic
leadership. His experience over several decades of service contributed to the
development of a broad set of military and political competencies. Nonetheless, it was
his capacity as an autodidact that enabled him to develop a broad political frame of
reference. In effect, Powell taught himself how to be a highly effective operator in an
environment well outside his professional military education and training.
While General Powell’s political genius was shaped by civilian mentors such as
Weinberger, Carlucci, and Kester, Army mentors ensured his military career remained
on track. Throughout his career General Powell was challenged by his desire to follow a
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traditional army career path and the desire of civilian mentors to employ his political
genius. The lack of division command and short stints in other key commands had the
potential to prematurely end Powell’s career. It was only the intervention by Army
mentors that ensured Powell’s continued progression.101 As one of his primary mentors,
General John Wickham advised “You are not going to have a conventional Army career.
Some officers are just not destined for it.”102 Another key mentor, Army Chief of Staff
General Carl Vuono ensured a key job was saved for Powell following his time as
national security advisor.103
Summary of Findings
The purpose of this paper is to answer two fundamental questions: (1) What is
decisive to the development of genius; and (2) How can the Army use this
understanding to develop a system to identify, select, train, and manage future strategic
leaders? Four case studies, reflective of the Scales framework, served as the basis for
analysis. Each case study examined how the associated senior leader developed a
particular genius. The case studies reviewed personal and academic background,
operational assignments, institutional assignments, self-development, and mentorship
to discern the role that each of these components played in forging genius. The below
chart provides an overall assessment of the impact of the specified components. Each
component is evaluated for each leader according to the role that the component played
in the development of the individual’s particular genius. Checks indicate that the
component was of value, but not decisive, to the development of genius. The one minus
in the table below indicates the component was an area where the subject struggled to
create value. Pluses indicate the component was decisive to the development of genius.
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Table 1. Developmental Assessment of Genius
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The chart above illustrates the overall findings of this work. In the case of
background, or the formative years prior to commissioning, evidence indicates that,
overall, personal formation did not play a decisive role in building genius. DePuy and
Powell came from humble backgrounds and saw military service as a way to improve
their lives, as opposed to a calling. Connor and Patton were both raised in families with
links to soldiering, and both sought a military career from an early age. Patton’s
upbringing, enhanced by his dyslexia, can be considered decisive. Examination of
academic backgrounds revealed average, and in some cases even below average,
academic achievement. The rare case is Patton, who struggled with dyslexia. This issue
prevented academic achievement from enhancing the development of his genius.
Assignments in the operational and institutional domains served to provide each
individual officer with the requisite leadership experience desired in strategic leaders.
Each of the four leaders examined had a rich operational assignment history which built
tactical and technical skill and refined leadership competencies. While Powell’s
operational assignments often lacked sufficient time, he nonetheless served effectively
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in the assignments and built competence. Institutional assignments is where the officers
divided into two distinct groups. Connor and Patton served in various institutional
assignments, but these jobs were not of significance to their development. For DePuy
and Powell, institutional assignments did play a significant role. Both senior leaders had
very unique career paths that prepared them for the positions of responsibility that they
ultimately held. In the case of professional military education, the evidence suggests
that CGSC and the War College did not play a decisive role in developing genius.
Evaluation of the case studies does show that self-development played a
decisive role in the success of Connor, Patton, DePuy, and Powell. In modern times the
U.S. Army charged each generation to seek self-development as a means to mastering
the profession of arms. Army professional military education, operational, and
institutional assignments, especially instructor assignments, provided an excellent
framework for self-development where tactics were concerned. But as many critics have
noted, the U.S. Army, until recently, was not focused on strategy. Hence, there is not a
framework to build strategic leaders and those that advise them. Self-development, in
the form of autodidactism, does help to explain how some rise to the level of genius. In
the end, Connor, Patton, DePuy, and Powell all possessed traits that contributed to their
development beyond the scope of operational and institutional assignments. Connor
was a self-taught student of war, serving in an institution that valued anti-intellectualism.
Patton displayed a high level of autodidactism. The necessity of overcoming his
dyslexia, his participation in the Olympics, his development of the cavalry saber, and his
voracious appetite for understanding history, make him notable as an officer that was
largely self-taught. DePuy developed a keen understanding of the Pentagon and the
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bureaucracy. His grasp of management principles and his ability to navigate the
bureaucracy affected sweeping institutional change. Finally, Powell, although potentially
a reluctant political operator, grasped the world of the political environment around him
and taught himself how to shape that world.
The evidence associated with each case study also indicates that mentorship
was a critical enabler of self-development. Mentorship served two purposes. First,
mentorship enhanced self-development. Second, mentors served a significant role in
keeping each officer on track to attain positions of senior leadership. General Connor’s
self-development was enhanced by his exposure to his first battery commander and his
interaction with General Franklin Bell. Additionally, Bell ensured that Connor’s career
remained on track. Subsequently, Patton’s self-development was encouraged by
Connor. Connor, among other officers, ensured that Patton’s career was not cut short,
despite Patton’s best efforts to derail himself. The cases of DePuy and Powell are
somewhat different from those of Connor and Patton. There is no evidence to indicate
that DePuy had a prime mentor that enhanced his self-development. The evidence does
show that senior leaders such as Generals Westmoreland and Abrams, among others,
understood DePuy’s genius and ensured that he served in significant assignments that
ultimately led to his selection as the TRADOC commander. There is no doubt that
DePuy’s reputation among the Defense Department’s civilian leadership also
contributed to his career advancement. Powell was mentored not just by military senior
leaders, but most importantly by civilian leaders such as Weinberger and Carlucci.
Powell’s exposure to leaders such as these greatly enhanced the self-development that
led to his effectiveness in the political and interagency environments in which he
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operated. In the case of both DePuy and Powell, self-development had a greater
association with experience than the study of history or technical innovation. DePuy and
Powell developed their competencies well outside the framework, culture, and
experience of the military profession.
Recommendations
Before providing recommendations it is useful to contextualize the conclusions
drawn from the four case studies. First, the four senior leaders evaluated clearly show
that the U.S. Army provides a professional development framework that generates
effective strategic leaders. Literature that examines shortcomings, such as the Yingling
article, as well as the Army’s articulation for the need to produce leaders focused on
winning at the strategic level, suggest a need to do better. Second, the case studies
indicate that the system the Army employs to build strategic leaders must have as its
keystone the unique traits of the individual officer. Adherence to this principle will ensure
that a development model, whether it be the Scales, Barno, or some other model, will
enhance the ability of the individual to develop his or her own genius. One conclusion
that should not be drawn from this paper is that the Army should develop a system
focused on finding the next “Genius,” such as a Patton or Petraeus. The case studies
clearly indicate that the development of each individual’s particular genius is of greater
overall value to the Army. The following recommendations serve to make these
conclusions actionable.
Modification of Existing Evaluation Reports
Under current policies the officer evaluation report (OER) is the primary tool used
to select officers for schooling, promotion and command. Yet, the OER is onedimensional, with reports that focus on performance in tactical command and key
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developmental assignments outweighing others. The OER does not evaluate potential
traits that could enhance strategic competence. Evaluation of self-development (i.e.
adaptive autodidactic abilities) competency, especially with regard to history, strategy,
politics, language, and cultures, is one way for senior raters, particularly at the colonel /
O-6 level, to identify company grade officers who demonstrate strategic leadership
aptitude. This information can then be used to place the appropriate officers into
broadening assignments that build strategic competencies at an earlier stage of their
career, while ensuring that tactical competence remains the keystone.
Talent Management
Self-selection, or an officer’s drive to seek assignments that fulfill inherent selfdevelopment desire is another important factor to consider. In order to leverage this the
Army should develop a mature talent management system that facilitates an individual
officer’s desire to follow a unique career path that ultimately builds strategic leadership
competencies. When combined with the recommendation to modify evaluation reports,
programs such as the Harvard G-3 Strategist Program and Joint Chiefs of Staff Intern
Program can be filled by officers that have proven themselves to have leadership and
tactical competence, but also possess the desire to serve as strategic leaders.
Formalize Mentoring
Mentoring will remain a decisive component for building strategic leaders. While
mentoring take place across all levels of the force, it is only semi-formalized in the
senior leader ranks. Retired general officers, or grey beards, are often employed to
serve as mentors to active duty general officers. In some cases, as at the U.S. Army’s
School for Command Preparation, retired general officers are employed to share their
experience with future battalion and brigade commanders. This experience is
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invaluable, as the retired officers feel free to share the advice they wished they had
received prior to serving in strategic leader positions. These officers are also aware of
the developmental shortfalls present in the current model for selecting and developing
strategic leaders. Establishing a small team of retired general officers whose job it is to
identify and develop future strategic leaders will greatly enhance any future model.
These retired strategic leaders could visit installations across the Army and talk to
battalion and brigade commanders to identify junior officers who exhibit desirable traits,
in particular, autodidactism. These officers could then be formally mentored to ensure
that they develop their full potential. Such a program should not be a guarantee of
promotion or selection for command, but will help to effectively manage those with the
most potential to excel at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels.
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